CLASSROOM CALENDAR
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Designed by Training Providers,
Built for Training Providers

Take control of your classroom-based training by
managing it all online with our powerful calendar tool.

Create courses that can be
assigned to employees for inperson, hands-on training

View your classroom training
with the intuitive and interactive
digital calendar

Gain valuable insights with
the customizable reporting
dashboards

A software that can manage hundreds of instructors,
classrooms, and courses across multiple cities
Advanced Functionality
Quickly & easily:
Schedule single or
multi-day training
events using our drag
& drop interface

Assign instructors and
reserve classrooms for
each training event

$

Process participant
registration and
invoicing online

Manage and track
classroom equipment
and inventory

Instructor Management
Identify which instructors can teach which
courses, and instantly see what days they are
available to teach.
Classroom Management
Set up classrooms, link them seamlessly
through Google maps, and set up their
specific parameters.
Course Setup
Build each course (including images, videos,
detailed descriptions, start/stop time, etc.),
then reuse them to create training events.

Interactive Instructor Dashboard
The top feature in our classroom calendar software
is the ability for instructors to access an interactive
dashboard. The instructor dashboard allows them to
drag and drop course assets from the dashboard to the
main screen, instantly playing videos and PowerPoints
for the students on their tablets. They can also drag
and drop quizzes into the student drop zone, allowing
instant access to students. As students complete
the quiz collective results appear on the dashboard
providing the instructor insight into what areas of the
course material to focus on the most.
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Registration Management
Have students register through your website
of have admin register them manually or via
Excel upload.
Course Asset Management
Manage inventory for student workbooks,
tablets, or physical gear across your entire
organization, whether it’s with an instructor,
in a classroom, or with a customer.

